Abstract. The available concept-learners only partially fulfill the needs imposed by the learning apprentice generation of learners. We present a novel approach to interactive concept-learning and constructive induction that better fits the requirements imposed by the learning apprentice paradigm. The approach is incorporated in the system Clint-Cia, which integrates several user-friendly features into one working whole: it is interactive, generates examples, shifts its bias, identifies concepts in the limit, copes with indirect relevance, recovers from errors, performs constructive induction and invents new concepts by analogy to previously learned ones.
Introduction
One of the achievements of early work in machine learning (Michalski, Carbonell & Mitchell, 1983) was the development of concept-learners that operated in isolation, relied heavily on the user and addressed only well defined and restricted tasks. Today, the need for J.ntelligent knowledge acquisition tools forms the main motivation for the development of a new generation of learning systems, the so called learning apprentices. Systems that fall in this category are for example Disciple (Kodratoff & Tecuci, 1987; Tecuci & Kodratoff, 1990 ) learning preconditions of actions and object models, Blip (Morik, 1989; Wrobel, 1988; Erode, 1989; Thieme, 1989) modeling the world by observation, Prodigy (Minton, 1988) and Leap (Mitchell, Mahadevan & Steinberg, 1985) improving their problem-solving performance. According to Smith, Mitchell, Winston and Buchanan (1985) a learning apprentice is an interactive aid for building and refining a knowledge base during normal operation of the system. Concept-acquisition is often a major subtask in knowledge acquisition and therefore also in learning apprentices. In order to meet the requirements imposed by the learning apprentice approach we developed a novel approach to concept-learning, which will be presented here. More in particular, we shall present the interactive conceptlearner Clint (Concept-Learning in an INTeractive way) (De Raedt & Bruynooghe, 1988; De Raedt & Bruynooghe, 1990a; De Raedt & Bruynooghe, 1989c; De Raedt & Bruynooghe, 1989d) together with its companion system Cia (Constructive Induction by Analogy) (De Raedt & Bruynooghe, 1989a; De Raedt & Bruynooghe, 1989b) .
• Basic predicates are defined by the user and assumed to be correct. They are specified by arbitrary Horn-clauses.
• Learned predicates are defined by the learner and derived from opportunities.
We distinguish two kinds of opportunities:
• example-driven opportunities occur when the user inputs an uncovered positive or a covered negative example; they are handled by Clint
• concept-driven opportunities occur when the learner is able to propose interesting new predicate definitions to the user; they are handled by Cia By processing the opportunities, the learner's knowledge base should gradually converge to the desired one.
Clint's framework
For each example-driven opportunity, the learner analyzes and augments its knowledge by asking membership questions to the user.
Definition 7. A membership question asks for the classification of an example for a learned predicate.
All questions generated by Clint and Cia have to be answered by an oracle that is supposed to answer these queries correctly. In practice, the oracle is the user. We will use the terms oracle and user as synonyms.
Horn-clauses for learned predicates satisfy one of the language-definitions in the learner's knowledge-base.
Definition 8. A language-definition describes a set of syntactic restrictions, i.e., a bias, which must be satisfied by a Horn-clause in order to belong to the language.
One such definition describes the restriction that all variables that occur in the body of a clause also have to occur in the head of the clause. Our concept-learner, Clint, uses a possibly infinite and ordered series of language-definitions L1 . . . . . L,, . . . . For all languages Li we have that d (Li) C d(Li+l) , where d(L) is the set of clauses that are expressible in L. This means that all clauses that can be formulated in Li are also expressible in Li+l.
Furthermore, with a finite set of predicates in the knowledge base, each language has only a finite number of clauses and all clauses have a finite number of literals. In this way an infinite language (a subset of Prolog) is divided in an infinite number of finite languages.
The languages are dynamically computed from an example and the predicates in the knowledge base. Assume for instance that we have as a positive example i s_a I I owed_to_dr ire ( gat ha r i ha, me r c e d e s ) and that the knowledge base is as shown in example 1. Because the knowledge base contains only the predicates I i cense, i sa, owns and eq, all literals in the body of clauses are renamings of { isa(X, Y), license(U, V), owns(W, Z), eq(Q, R) } Example l. A simple knowledge base I i c e n s e ( k a t h a r i n a , c a r ) *-l i c e n s e ( y v e s , t r u c k ) ~--l i c e n s e ( y v e s , c a r ) ~--l i c e n s e ( s t e p h a n , c a r ) ~--i s a ( m e r c e d e s , c a r ) ~--i s a ( d y a n e , c a r ) *-i s a ( e d d y _ m e r c k x _ b i k e , b i k e ) ei s a ( p e u g e o t , c a r ) *-o w n s ( k a t h a r i n a , mercedes) *-o w n s ( s t e p h a n , e ® literals in S(1) satisfy the restriction that all variables except one occur in the head. The latter one is not allowed to occur elsewhere, i.e., the body of clauses in L~ can have existentially quantified variables, however such variables only have a single occurrence. Given our example, we have (up to a renaming of the variables z i):
S(1) = { l i c e n s e ( X , Z l ) , i s a ( X , Z 2 ) , owns(X, Z3), l i c e n s e ( Y , Z4), i s a ( Y , z 5 ) , owns(Y, Z6), I i c e n s e ( Z Y , X), i s a ( Z 8 , x ) , owns(Z9, X), I i c e n s e ( Z t 0 , Y ) , i s a ( Z l l , Y ) , owns(Z12, Y) } It does not make sense to consider literals of the form eq (X, Z i ), because the Z i may o~fly have one occurrence anywhere else. ® literals in the S(2) part of the clause are relations between the variables that occur in the union of the S(0) and S(1) part of that clause. Having the variables z i in S(1) this yields for our example
S(2) = { I i c e n s e ( A , B) } U { i s a ( A , B) } U { owns(A, B) } U { eq(A, B) }
where A and B have to be either x or Y or one of the z i.
Tl)ese languages will be further illustrated in example 3.
Observe that there are basically two operations in order to obtain the next language in the series: either allow for more existentially quantified variables or allow for relations between previously introduced variables. These two operations can be used to define many interesting series of languages. For more details and a full formal presentation of the language-series that can be used by Clint, we refer to De Raedt and Bruynooghe (1990a), De Raedt (1991) , and De Raedt and Bruynooghe (1989c) .
Cia's framework
For each concept-driven opportunity, a number of predicate definitions are proposed to the user who has to name the predicates if they are relevant for the domain and otherwise reject them. In order to propose interesting new concepts to the user, the system uses second order schemata: One such abstracted Horn-clause or second order schema is, e.g.,
S = (ap, q , r : p ( X , Y) +-q(X, XW) Aq(YW, Y) A r(XW, YW))
Second order schemata were introduced in the learning literature by the Blip-system and its precursors (Morik, 1989; Wrobel, 1989; Thieme, 1989; Emde, Habel & Rollinger, 1983) .
Definition 10. A second order substitution is a substitution that replaces predicate-variables by predicate names.
For schema S, O = {p = g r a n d p a r e n t , q = p a r e n t , r = eq} is a second order substitution. The instantiated schema SO yields: g r a n d p a r e n t ( X , Y) *--p a r e n t ( X , XW) A parent(YW, Y) A eq(XW, YW)
The Cia-technique will propose a number of predicate definitions to the user. For example, it will ask the user whether p defined as 3p: p (x, Y) +--pa rent (X, Y) A fema I e (X) is an interesting predicate. If the user believes the predicate is of interest, she/he can name itas, e.g., mother and the resulting clause mot he r (X, Y) *-p a r e n t ( X , Y) A female(X) will be asserted in the knowledge base. Another type of question that is generated by Cia is a question whether a certain clause is correct. As an example, Cia might ask the user, while attempting to learn the definition of grandpa rent, whether grandpa rent (X, Y) *--pa rent (X, Z) A pa rent (Z, Y) is correct. If the user confirms that the clause is correct, it will be asserted in the knowledge base. So, Cia uses two types of questions: In the future, we will not always write the substitutions p, which rename variables, explicitly. The reason is that these renamings are straightforward.
Ift the Cia technique, partial matches give rise to new term questions whereas complete marches result in clause questions. These definitions are illustrated in example 2.
Example 2. Matching schemata
The schema S matches the clause: g r a n d p a r e n t ( F , C) *-m a l e ( F ) A male(C) /~ p a r e n t ( F , ~1) /~ p a r e n t ( M 2 , C) A eq(M1, M2) with substitutions 0 = { p = g r a n d p a r e n t , q = p a r e n t , r = eq} p = { X = F , Y = C , XW=M1, YW=M2}.
The instantiated schema SOp is:
g r a n d p a r e n t ( F , C) *-p a r e n t ( F , M1) A p a r e n t ( M 2 , C) A eq(M1, ill2)
The: same clause partially matches the schema T:
wifil substitution A = {q = ma I e, r = pa rent}.
The partially instantiated schema TA is:
:lp: p ( F , M1) +-m a l e ( F ) /~ p a r e n t ( F , M1)
As said before, we omit the substitution 0 that renames the variables.
[]
Interactive concept-learning
A realistic concept-learner for learning apprentice systems should at least have an incremental way of processing examples, an easy way to formulate examples, be able to formulate interesting questions and offer some convergence guarantees. This motivates the following design decisions for Clint:
• Examples are represented as ground facts. It is unnecessary to state explicitly, as in, e.g., Marvin (Sammut & Banerji, 1986) , which properties of an example are important for making the example an instance of the concept. These properties should be determined by the learner although the oracle should be allowed to help the system by identifying some irrelevant properties for the concept.
• The description languages of the system are built-in and hidden to the user. She/he does not have to bother about the adequacy of a particular language since the learner is able to automatically shift the bias when necessary.
• In order to gain as much knowledge as possible from an example-driven opportunity, the system formulates membership questions. This has the advantage that the user does not need to choose appropriate training-sets. Also the number of needed examples is (partially) determined by the system.
The problem, solved by Clint, can be defined formally as:
• Given: --a knowledge-base of basic and learned predicates --for learned predicates, a set of positive and negative examples --a series of language-definitions LI . . . . . Ln, . . . --an example-driven opportunity to learn, indicated by the oracle --an oracle, willing to answer membership questions • Find: an adapted knowledge-base such that all positive examples and no negative exampies are covered
The two classes of example-driven opportunities, uncovered positive examples and covered negative examples, are processed in a different way (see algorithm 1). A session with Clint is shown in example 8. The reader may already want to have a look at it. 
Algorithm 1. Clint-Cia

Processing a positive example
When the learner receives an uncovered positive example, it constructs a new clause covering the example and adds it to the knowledge-base. To compute the clause, the learner constructs a starting clause, and generalizes it by asking membership questions. The algorithm to process an uncovered positive example is shown in h a n d l e _ u n c o v e r e d of algorithm 2 and is explained in the following subsections. (1) c' is derived from c by deleting a set of elements S from body(c) (2) c' covers an example e' (3) c does not cover e' (4) c' does not cover negative examples (5) there is no c" satisfying (1), (2), (3) and (4) for which body(c') c body(c") ask the oracle to classify e' if e' is positive then c := c' else e' is negative add e' to n e w _ n e g a t i v e s endif until all possible clauses c' have been considered add c to the knowledge base derive a second-order schema from c and store it if there are clauses for p, different from c then for all examples e" ~ new__negatives do call handle_example(p, e") endfor endif else add c to the knowledge b a s e endif call cia__part_._2(sc); see algorithm 4 endproc
Finding the right starting-clause
Relevance
As examples are ground facts, they only specify the objects which are directly involved and not the relevant relations among them, i.e., the properties that make the example an instance of the concept. All relations in the knowledge-base are potentially relevant. However, considering all these relations simultaneously is not feasible since this would very rapidly lead to combinatorial problems. Therefore, our learner considers only a certain set of relations at a time. Such a set of relations is a justification, which corresponds to an instance of the body of a starting clause. Observe that at least one of the starting clauses for a language and a positive example is true, provided that the concept can be described in terms of the knowledge base and the language. The reason is that a starting clause is a most specific clause covering the ex~aple with respect to the knowledge base and the language-definition.
For some languages and knowledge bases the starting-clause is unique. However, in general dais property does not hold: when existential quantified variables are introduced, there may be several different instantiations corresponding to different objects of these existentially quantified variables. At a deeper level, these different objects may give rise to different relations in the justification. From a theoretical point of view, all starting clauses should be considered. From a practical point of view it is often plausible to consider only one starting clause for each language because starting clauses for the same language are quite similar (De Raedt & Bruynooghe, 1990a; De Raedt & Bruynooghe, 1989c) .
Lan,guage bias
In the previous paragraph, we stated that Clint focuses its search on the relations in a starting clause. However, as a starting clause (and the corresponding justification) contains only part of the potentially relevant relations, it may not be sufficient to correctly describe the concept. The starting clause does not suffice when it covers negative examples. Then it has to be rejected because Clint only considers generalizations of the starting clause. Because of these difficulties, Clint orders the starting clauses and selects the first starting clause that does not cover negative examples. The selected clause is then passed to the generalization procedure. The starting clauses are ordered according to the language they belong to, i.e., the starting clauses for language L i are considered before the ones for Li+l.
In example 3, suppose the negative example i s_a I I owed_t o_d r i ve ( I uc, dyane) is known. Then the starting clause from L 1 would be selected because the starting clause for L0 covers the negative example.
Querying the user to remove irrelevant relations
It is sometimes interesting to query the user in order to remove irrelevant relations from the starting clause. Removing irrelevant relations from the starting clauses reduces the search space. The technique used in Clint to remove relations from starting clauses is based on a similar technique which is employed in the system Disciple (Kodratoff & Tecuci, 1987; Tecuci & Kodratoff, 1990) . There are two strategies that can be followed: removing irrelevant relations by querying the user for the (ir)relevance of relations in a justification or asking the user for the (Jr)relevance of the arguments in a justification. This is briefly illustrated in example 4.
Example 4. Query the user
Suppose we have the following starting clause and justification for the positive example g r a n d f a t h e r ( j e f f r e y , peter):
A t a l l e r ( X , W) A nephew(X, W)
justification: { f a t h e r ( j e f f r e y , tom) A parent(tom, peter) A t a l~e r ( j e f f r e y , steve) A nephew(jeffrey, steve) }
The irrelevant relations can be located by presenting the justification to the user and asking him/her which relations are irrelevant. Alternatively, the user could tell the system which objects (arguments) in the justification are irrelevant. The system would then present the objects tom and s t e v e to the user and ask him/her which of them are irrelevant. (Notice that pete r and j e f f roy are assumed to be relevant because they occur in the example). When the user states that s t e v e is irrelevant for g r a n d f a t h e r (j e l f roy, p e t e r ) , all relations containing st eve would be removed from the justification (and all corresponding relations from the starting clause).
3.L2. Generalizing the starting clause
Once a consistent starting clause has been determined, the starting clause is carefully generalized using a specific to general search which drops multiple conditions (this part constitutes the second repeat loop). This is realized in the next step of handle.__uneovored. The generalization step computes a new clause c' obtained from the old clause (initially the starting clause), by deleting a set of elements S from the body of the old clause, such that the new clause covers an example e' that is not covered by the old clause, the new clause does not cover negative examples and c' is maximal. The example e' is then presented to the user for classification if its classification is not yet known. If the example is positive, the old clause is replaced by the new one, and the process is repeated. Otherwise, the learner considers other generalizations. If there are no more generalizations fulfilling the conditions, the generalization process terminates and the clause is added to the knowledge base.
During generalization, the system may collect new negative examples. The algorithm tests whether these are covered by previously learned rules, and if necessary, it takes appropriate action in order to recover from possible errors.
.At this point we also want to stress that the sets S, to be removed from body(c), in handle__uncovered can efficiently be computed using a breadth-first search, pruned by knowledge and guided by heuristics (for more details on the implementation, see De Raedt and Bruynooghe (1988) and De Raedt (1991) ).
The example e' in algorithm 2 is obtained by querying the knowledge base. This is achieved by generating the query ,-body(c') A -~ S. If0 is an answer to this query, a suitable choice for e' is head(c')O. For complex knowledge bases, these queries may be computationally expensive.
The motivation for choosing this generalization operator is that it is complete for our languages. This means that any semantically significant element in the language can be obtained by applying it. When there is a set of clauses that are semantically equivalent (i.e., cover the same set of examples; such descriptions are sometimes called syntactic variants), at least one of them can be generated by our generalization operator.
Processing a negative example
The algorithm to handle covered negative examples is shown in handle-covered of algorithm 3. When the learner receives a covered negative example, there must be an incorrect clause in its knowledge base (cf. (Shapiro, 1983) To locate incorrect clauses, the learner constructs the proof tree for the negative example and analyses it. If necessary, it asks intelligent questions to the user. These questions are also membership questions. They ask for the classification of examples that occur as nodes in the proof tree. The method to locate incorrect clauses is very similar to Shapiro's debugging method used in the Model Inference System (Shapiro, 1983) . When an incorrect clause is located, it is retracted from the knowledge base. To maintain consistency, the learner must verify whether the positive examples that were covered by the retracted clause, are still covered. If not, the learner will generate and process an example-driven opportunity for each uncovered positive example. Also, if a predicate was learned after the predicate for the incorrect clause and if the latter one was involved in learning the former, then its positive and negative examples have to be verified. In order to avoid these interactions between different predicates as much as possible, it is advised that predicates are thoroughly tested before being used to learn other predicates.
The problem of handling covered negative examples is sometimes referred to as the knowledge revision problem. Some approaches such as Inde (Aben & Van Someren, 1990) and Blip (Wrobel, 1989; Morik, 1989) try to solve it without generating questions to the user.
An evaluation of Clint
The amount of redundancy in the starting clause(s) has a great influence on the overall efficiency of the algorithm and on the number of questions posed to the user. The overall efficiency is also influenced by the size of the knowledge base while the number of relations in the starting clause(s) also has a substantial impact on the number of questions. For most of the problems we tried, the number of questions needed and the overall efficiency are acceptable (see (De Raedt & Bruynooghe, 1988; De Raedt, 1991) ).
The algorithm has several interesting features:
* It copes with indirect relevance (Michalski, 1983; De Raedt & Bruynooghe, 1990a) because the user only has to supply the directly involved objects in an example and not the relevant relations holding among them. This is a more natural and less demanding way to describe examples than the approach taken in systems such as Marvin (Sammut & Banerji, 1986) and Alvin (Krawchuk & Witten, 1988) . For use in learning apprentice systems this feature is indispensible.
• Disjunctive as well as conjunctive predicates can be learned.
• The system can shift its bias when it discovers that its language is not sufficient to describe the predicate. This situation occurs when all starting clauses covering a positive example in the language Li cover also negative examples (see also example 8). Then the language of the clause will be shifted to Li+l. So, Clint shifts the bias at the clanse-level.
• The system generates most of the examples it needs. The user has to specify at most one positive example to learn a clause.
® The system is a closed-loop system. This means that newly learned predicates are integrated (assimilated) in the knowledge base and that once learned, they are used like any O~ler predicate. ® The system provides a kind of error-recovery. An incorrect clause is localized and retracted when there is an opportunity to do so. ® Clint identifies concepts in the limit, provided that the predicate can be described in o~ae of the languages and the current knowledge. This limiting behavior is proven in De Raedt and Bruynooghe (1988), De Raedt and Bruynooghe (1989c) , and De Raedt (1991) . For conjunctive predicates and simple languages there is even finite identification.
There are still some remaining problems with the algorithm:
* Recovering from an error in an assimilated predicate may also affect other predicates. Therefore, recovering from such errors may involve much work. ® The order in which predicates are learned is important. Ideally, the easier predicates should be learned first, and the more difficult ones, which use the easier ones in their definition should only be learned afterwards. However, if the user presents the predicates i~t a different order, this does not necessarily lead to problems, because of Clint's errorrecovery ability. In fact, problems only arise when there is a positive and a negative e~mmple such that, given the knowledge and the languages, there is no clause which covers the positive example and which does not cover the negative one. In that case, Clint will continue to shift its bias. In a recent but rather complicated variant of Clint, this problem has been solved. The idea is to postpone the learning of a positive example when there is no consistent starting clause covering the example in the first M languages. Later when the knowledge base is modified, the postponed examples are reconsidered. This allows to alleviate the problem. For more details, we refer to De Raedt (1991) . ® The learned clauses depend very much on the knowledge Clint possesses. If Clint knows all relevant predicates for the concept to be learned, then Clint will learn a small number of clauses in easy languages. On the other hand, if Clint knows only predicates that are not so relevant, Clint will learn a larger number of clauses or the bias of the clauses will be more complex. This problem seems to be inherent to concept-learners. ® Clint does not take into account the relationship between different clauses for the same concept. As a consequence, Clint does not always learn the concept-description with the minimal number of clauses. This problem also arises in Marvin (Sammut & Banerji, 1986 ) and the Model Inference System (Shapiro, 1983). ® For some language-definitions, knowledge-bases and examples there may be many justifications (and starting clauses). If the number of possible justifications is large, the algorithm may require much computation. As said before, in practice it is often feasible to consider only one starting clause since they are often quite similar. For a further discussior~ of these issues, we refer to De Raedt and Bruynooghe (1990a) and De Raedt (1991) . ® Clint could in principle also be used for logic program synthesis. For practical purposes, it may be desirable to slightly refine the languages of Clint for handling functors. Recursion can also be handled if Clint first learns the base cases and only later the recursive ones. To learn the well-known membe r predicate, the user could first supply the positive example member (a, [a] ) to Clint and only in a later phase present more complex examples such as member (a, [ b, a ] ). So, in principle the framework and algorithms of Clint are sufficient and suitable to synthesize logic programs. However, using Clint for logic program synthesis does not work in practice. The reason is that Clint has to query the knowledge base (e.g., in order to construct examples) and that problems arise with nonterminating queries. The conclusion is that given a decidable procedure for answering queries, Clint could synthesize logic programs. However, for general logic programs, it has been proven that there exists no such procedure. For a further discussion of these issues, we refer to De Raedt (1991).
An experiment with Clint
Dietterich and Michalski (1985) and Quinlan (1990) describe a simple card game named Eleusis, which has been used to evaluate the learning systems Sparc/e and Foil. In Eleusis, the dealer invents a secret rule specifying the conditions under which a card can be added to a sequence of cards. The player can add a card to the current sequence and is told whether the played card is a legal successor of the sequence or not. This allows to derive positive and negative examples of the rule. In the experiments with Sparc/e and Foil, certain sequences containing legal as well as illegal successors were transformed into examples and an attempt was made to guess the secret rule by learning a rule from the examples. Sparc/e and Foil did not actually play the game since they did not propose successor cards for a given sequence. As Clint is able to generate examples it seems well suited to play Eleusis. This could be realized by learning a predicate such as can_fol low(A, B, C, D, E, F), defined by Quinlan (1990) . The predicate succeeds when card A, suit B can follow a sequence ending with card C (suit D) and E consecutive cards of suit D and F consecutive cards of the same color. However, legal examples from the point of view of Eleusis have the property that C, D, E and F are fixed by the current sequence of cards. Although Clint could learn can_fol low it should be modified in order to satisfy this constraint.
Instead of modifying Clint, we considered a variant of Eleusis in which the sequential aspect is omitted. In this variant, the dealer invents a secret rule specifying the conditions under which an ordered tuple of cards is legal. The player can then ask whether certain tuples of cards are legal or illegal. On this variant of Eleusis, Clint was equipped with the knowledge base specified in example 5 and used to learn the rules specified in example 6. Concept 1 and 2 in example 6 correspond to the nonsequential variants of the secret rules used in Quinlan's second and third experiment. The results are summarized in table 1. Notice that Clint learned the intended rules; whereas Foil finds only one rule corresponding to our Concept 2. The discovery of the intended rules by Clint is quite normal because Clint identifies concepts in the limit provided that it can describe the concepts in one of its languages and the given knowledge base. However, if Clint cannot describe the concept it would continue to shift its bias. This explains why we did not attempt to learn the concept that corresponds to Quinlan's first experiment. In Quinlan's first experiment, knowledge about the sex of cards is required to learn the correct rules. Foil was able to learn an approximation of the inteded rules without this knowledge.
Example 5. A knowledge base to play the variant of Eleusis
The following knowledge base is adapted from Quinlan (1990) towards Clint:
• precedes_rank(X, Y) , precedes_su i t (X, Y): rank (resp. suit) X precedes rank (resp. suit) Y
• lower_rank (X, Y) , I ower_su i t (X, Y) : rank (resp. suit) x is lower than rank (resp. suit) Y • face(X): rank X is a face card • odd_rank (X) , odd_su i t (X) : rank (resp. suit) X is odd • rank(X), s u i t ( X ) : X is a rank (resp. suit)
• the negation of all these predicates was also available to Clint. This was done because the basic Clint system cannot cope with negation as failure. There is however an extension of Clint that is able to cope with a constructive form of negation and to represent the unknown by means of a three valued logic (see (De Raedt & Bruynooghe 1990b) ).
[] The aim was to learn the predicate I ega I_tup I e (X, Y, Z, W) which succeeds when the card of rank X, suit Y followed by the card of rank Z, suit W is a legal combination.
Example 6. Two concepts learned by Clint Concept 1:
l e g a l _ t u p t e ( X , Y, z , w ) * -p r e c e d e s _ r a n k ( X , Z) A n o t _ l o w e r _ s u i t ( Y , W ) l e g a l _ t u p l e ( X , Y, Z, W) *--precedes_rank(X, Z) A l o w e r _ s u i t ( Y , W) [ ]
An important aspect about these experiments is the number of needed examples to learn a correct concept-description. When comparing Clint to Foil and taking into account the facts':that Clint generates its own examples and Foil learns a 6-place predicate, the number of e~amples needed by Clint seems large. (For Foil the number of supplied examples was in both experiments 30.) Let us explain this seemingly large number of examples. Foil is a general-to-specific system that learns by adding conditions to the body of a clause. Given this strategy the considered concepts are very simple because the bodies of the clauses contain only two literals. 2 For Clint, which searches specific-to-general the learned concepts are much harder. Indeed, Clint has to drop between 11 and 18 literals from the body of the clause. Furthermore, the number of examples needed by Clint to learn a clause in this domain depends mainly on the number of literals in the starting clause and not on the complexity or the number of literals in the final clauses (see (De Raedt, 1991) for a discussion of the complexity of Clint). For Foil the most important factor seems to be the complexity of the target clauses. Therefore we expect that when the clauses to be learned would contain more literals, Foil would need much more examples than Clint in order to learn a good approximation of the concepts.
Analogies prove nothing, that is quite true, but they can make one feel more at home --Sigmund Freud--
Constructive induction by analogy
In this section we present the companion system of Clint: Cia. It attempts to overcome one of the main limitations of classical concept-learning systems by suggesting interesting new concepts to the user. A second issue that is addressed by the Cia techique is:
Can the learning process itself be learned and if so, how can this be done? or Can we apply machine learning techniques to machine learning?
Although there has not been much work to answer these questions, there are some interesting initial studies such as Stepp, Whitehall and Lawrence (1988) , who discuss general issues in learning learning machines, Rendell, Seshu and Tcheng (1987) , who try to learn conditions under which to apply specific machine learning techniques and Vrain and Lu (1988) , who apply analogy to do incremental concept-learning.
5.L Applying analogy on concept-learning
We first consider the classical analogy paradigm as proposed by Chouraqui (1985) , Kodratoff (1988) , and Kodratoff (1990) . It is shown in figure 1.
Definition 18. A target p rob I era-2 is solved by analogy to a source P rob I era-t by considering the similarity relations fl and fi ' and the mappings ce and c~ '. Sol ut i on-2 is called an analogous solution to a target P r o b l e m -2 iff the following relations hold:
1. e(Problem-1, S o l u t i o n -i ) .
2. e'(Problem-2, Solution-2). 3. fl(Problem-1, Problem-2). 4. fl'(Solution-1, Solution-2).
These relations depend on the particular application of analogy. In our setting we have that P r o b l e m -1 and P r o b l e m -2 are concept-learning problems, more specifically, sets of e:~mples to be generalized. We also have that Sol u t i o n -1 and Sol ut i o n -2 are concept-descriptions which are complete and consistent for the examples of P rob l era-1 and P r o b l e m -2 respectively. The problem addressed by Cia is the following one:
-a target concept-learning problem P r o b l e m -2 -a set of source concept-learning problems: { ( P r o b l e m -i , S o l u t i o n -i ) I Vi: o~ ( P r o b l e m -i , S o l u t i o n -i ) holds} -the relations or', fl and fl' • Find: an analogous solution to P r o b l e m -2
We will assume that a is accomplished by Clint although the technique could in principle also be applied in the context of other concept-learners. So, in order to describe our Cia technique in detail, we only have to define ~', fl and fl '.
The Constructive Induction by Analogy technique
The main assumption behind the Cia technique is the following one:
Assumption: Concept-descriptions are often very similar in the sense that they are instantiations of the same second order schema.
The instantiations are obtained by applying second order substitutions. An illustration of this assumption can be found in example 7. It is important to note that the Cia assumption (or a variant of the assumption) has been made and exploited by several other researchers:
• The Blip-system (Morik, 1989; Wrobel, 1988; Emde, Habel & Rollinger, 1983; Thieme, 1989) uses second-order schemata in a model-driven approach to learning.
• Yokomori (1986) shows how (a variant of) second-order schemata can be used in a logic programming setting to decrease the memory needs of the knowledge base and to perform analogical reasoning.
• Dieter Poetschke (1989) showed that many programs such as append and p l u s are analogous. He was also investigating ways to exploit these analogies.
The Cia technique in Clint employs the observed similarity by deriving from each learned concept-description a second-order schema (see algorithm 2). This schema specifies the relations among predicates in the concept-description. The derivation of a schema from a clause is straightforward. One only has to replace all predicate names in the conceptdescription by predicate variables. Once such a schema is derived, it is stored to be matched with starting-clauses when new concepts are learned.
Algorithm 2 shows when Clint calls Cia. This occurs at two different places:
• when Clint has found a consistent starting clause covering a certain positive example, Clint will call the first part of Cia; this part tries to guess a correct clause for the concept being learned by asking clause questions • after learning and asserting one clause for a concept, Clint may call the second part of Cia; this part attempts to invent or discover new concepts by asking new term questions
Let ~as now present these two parts of Cia (see algorithm 4). tries to make a guess at the correct concept-description by completely matching a consistent starting clause derived by Clint with one of its schemata. If the starting clause matches a schema, Cia proposes the instantiated second-order schema to the user and asks whether the resulting clause is correct for the concept being learned. If it is not, it may be that the proposed clause is actually a clause for an unknown but useful concept. Then the user may name the concept, such that the system can assert it in its knowledge-base. This corresponds to asking a new term question for a partial match with the schema. On the other hand, if the user confirms that Cia has discovered the target concept-description, Cia may halt or it can continue to propose concept-descriptions by instantiating other schemata in order to discover new concepts. If the target concept is not found, Clint has to continue in order to learn the concept. Once the concept is learned by Clint, a second order schema is derived from the learned clause. In that case, it may occur that the schemata and the starting clause do not match completely, but partially (only the bodies match). Then, more new predicates may be proposed. This is done in c i L p a r t _ 2 .
When desired, Cia can generate some instances (examples) of proposed concept-descriptions in order to facilitate the recognition of the predicate.
Thus far, the basic algorithm of the Cia technique has been presented. Several improvements and variants are possible. The main objection against the use of the basic algorithm as it stands is that its pure syntactic nature gives rise to uninteresting as well as redundant questions (cf. also example 8). In order to avoid such questions we augmented the algorithm with the following tests:
• Before asking a question, it is verified that it is not redundant. This is done by testing whether TO, the concept to be proposed, is not equivalent to a previously proposed one.
If we want to test whether question ql is redundant by comparing it to a previously asked question q2, we can use two different tests: --A naive test which merely verifies: ~ (ql *~ q2)? This can, e.g., be done using simple subsumption tests in two directions (see, e.g., (Loveland, 1978) ) --A more complicated test which verifies KB ~ (ql ~ q2)-For the second kind of test one can use a depth-bounded version of Buntine's subsumption technique (Buntine, 1988 ) (applied in two directions) or an extensional test to check equivalence. Buntine's test is quite fast and sound but unfortunately not complete; this means that all subsumptions found by it are legitimate but existing subsumptions will not always be found. The extensional test is complete (for nonrecursive predicates without functors) but rather slow since it derives all ground instances that are covered by both descriptions. Of course, both tests are applied on the current knowledge base; in case there is still an error or an incompleteness in the knowledge base, they may give rise to wrong conclusions.
• Before proposing a new predicate, it should be sure that it does not exist yet (it might have been in the original knowledge base or it might already have been learned by Clint). This is verified in a similar way.
• Proposed predicate-definitions should be in a most simple form. A definition is in a most simple form if it is impossible to properly generalize the clause without changing the semantics. As an example: the concept grandfather(GF, GC) ~ father(~F, C) A I~a rent (C, 6C) Ama I e (6F) is not in a most simple form since rna I e (6~) can be deleted without changing the semantics of the clause. In order to know whether a clause is in a most simple form we delete each condition once, and verify (using our subsumption test(s)) whether the resuking clauses are equivalent to the original one.
Apart from asking relevant questions, some further improvements are possible:
• Cia can be extended further by allowing transformations on learned schemata. The extension is motivated by the observation that when 3p, q, r: p(X, ¥) *--q(x) /x r(X, ¥) is a useful schema then it is quite likely that symmetric versions of the schema such as, 3p, q, r: p(X, ¥) ,--q(¥) A r(X, ¥) are also useful. The second schema can be obtained by applying a transformation on the first one (replace the variables of unary predicates that also occur in the head by other variables occurring in the head). Several such transformations can be used in Cia and when Cia learns a new schema, all possible transformations are applied on it. If the result of such a transformation is a new schema that is not a renaming of an old one, it is stored in the memory. Because the use of transformations is less justifiable from the analogy point of view, its use is optional. ® The schemata encode information about source problems. In the context of Clint-Cia, Clint may sometimes learn an incorrect clause from which Cia will derive a schema. However, when it is later detected that the clause, learned by Clint, is incorrect and the clause is retracted, we should also retract the schemata that are derived from the incorrect clause. The reason is that it can no longer be considered as a source problem. There is of course one exception to this rule, which occurs when the considered schemata can also be derived from other learned clauses that still remain in the knowledge base. This enhancement has been found useful in practice. It does not require much computation a~; one can index clauses under schemata. • (3ne quite technical optimization concerns the matching procedure with respect to the equality predicate eq. In order to avoid new term questions like 3p: p (x, ¥) ~ rna I e (X) /~ eq (X, ¥) we allow the equality predicate only to match those predicate-variables of schemata whose source-instantiations were equality predicates. Although the equality predicate may only match such predicate-variables, it is allowed that predicate-variables with as source instantiation the equality predicate match nonequality predicates.
An example session with the integrated Clint-Cia system is shown in example 8.
Example 8. An example session with Clint-Cia
Suppose that we start with the following knowledge:
p a r e n t ( a l i c e , r o s e ) ep a r e n t ( r o s e , l u c ) ep a r e n t ( e t i e n n e , l u c ) ep a r e n t ( l a u r a , e t i e n n e ) ep a r e n t ( l e o n , r o s e ) ep a r e n t ( r o s e , ann) ep a r e n t ( e t i e n n e , ann) ef e m a l e ( a l i c e ) ef e m a l e ( r o s e ) ef e m a l e ( a n n ) ef e m a l e ( l a u r a ) em a l e ( l u c ) em a l e ( e t i e n n e ) em a l e ( l e o n ) eIn the next session, user input is in bold and system output t y p e w r i t t e n . Furthermore, the Cia-part is surrounded by brackets (C i a C i a ).
Suppose Clint first learns the concept f a t h e r.
~learn. Next example ? @father(etienne, luc).
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n
?@true.
S t a r t i n g c l a u s e f o r f a t h e r ( e t i e n n e , l u c ) in L0: f a t h e r ( F , C) e-m a l e ( F ) A m a l e ( C ) A p a r e n t ( F , C)
The starting clause is derived from the knowledge base; the corresponding justification is { m a l e ( l u c ) , m a l e ( e t i e n n e ) , p a r e n t ( e t i e n n e , luc) }. Observe that the starting clause contains only relations that hold for the example. When the option of Clint to query the user about relevance, would have been on, Clint would have asked whether ma I e ( I uc), m a l e ( e t i e n n e ) , p a r e n t ( e t i e n n e , luc) are relevant for f a t h e r ( e t i e n n e , luc). The first language definition requires that all variables in the body of a clause also occur in the head of the starting clause.
Is f a t h e r ( r o s e , l u c ) t r u e ? { m a l e ( F ) } d e l e t e d @ n o .
Is f a t h e r ( l e o n , r o s e ) t r u e ? { m a l e ( C ) } d e l e t e d @ y e s .
G e n e r a l i z e d c l a u s e : f a t h e r ( F , C) *-m a l e ( F ) A p a r e n t ( F , C)
No more g e n e r a l i z a t i o n s . A s s e r t e d c l a u s e :
f a t h e r ( F , C) e-m a l e ( F ) A p a r e n t ( F , C) (Cia: Derived Schemata: ~: father, male, parent: father(F, C) ~ male(F)
Schema number 1 and after applying transformation (1): 3: father, male, parent: father(F, C) ~ male(C) Schema number 2 Cia)
A parent(F, C)
The following transformation was used: if the head of the schema is of arity > 1 then derive a schema such that the variables of the unary predicates in the body are replaced by other ones; these variables also have to occur in the head. Suppose the user now decides to learn a second predicate.
~earn
Next example ? @grandmother(alice, luc).
Classification
? @true.
Starting clause for grandmother(alice, luc) in Lo:
Nemore valid generalizations. Asserted clause:
grandmother(G, C) ~ male(C) A female(G)
There are no more generalizations in the language since deleting any of the two conditions would give rise to an unlinked variable.
(Cia Derived Schemata: 3 grandmother,male, female: grandmother(G, C) ~ male(C) A female(G) Cia)
No transformations are applied since all transformations yield a symmetric variant.
?-learn. Next example ? @ grandmother(rose, luc).
The user signals that there is an error in the knowledge base. To recover from the error (a covered negative example), the system queries the user about the proof tree. If f ema I e and ma I e would have been basic predicates, these questions would not have been asked.
Is f e m a l e ( r o s e ) t r u e ? @yes. I s m a l e ( l u c ) t r u e ? @yes. R e t r a c t i n g i n c o r r e c t c l a u s e :
grandmother(G, C) ~ male(C) A female(G) <Cia R e t r a c t i n g D e r i v e d Schemata: 3 g r a n d m o t h e r , m a l e , female: grandmother(G, C) ~ male(C) A female(G) C i a )
Since there are no more instantiations of the schema in the knowledge base, it is also retracted from the knowledge base.
True f a c t g r a n d m o t h e r ( a l i c e , l u c ) i s not covered S t a r t i n g c l a u s e f o r g r a n d m o t h e r ( a l i c e , l u c ) in L0 grandmother(G, C) ~ ma S t a r t i n g c l a u s e c o v e r s negat S h i f t i n g base to L~ e(C) A female(G) ve example g r a n d m o t h e r ( r o s e , l u c ) :
LI allows for clauses for which each condition can have one variable not occurring in the head. No relations among these existentially quantified variables are allowed.
S t a r t i n g c l a u s e f o r g r a n d m o t h e r ( a l ice, l u c ) in L1 grandmother(G, C) *-male(C) A female(G) A f a t h e r ( F C) A p a r e n t ( M 1 , C) A p a r e n t ( G , M2) S t a r t i n g c l a u s e c o v e r s f a l s e f a c t g r a n d m o t h e r ( r o s e , luc) S h i f t i n g b i a s t o L z
L2 also allows for relations among the existentially quantified variables introduced in L 1.
S t a r t i n g c l a u s e f o r g r a n d m o t h e r ( a l ice, l u c ) in L2:
grandmother(G, C) *-male(C) A female(G) A f a t h e r ( F , C) A p a r e n t ( F , C) A p a r e n t ( M 1 , C) A p a r e n t ( G , M2) A eq(M1, M2) A female(M1) A male(F)
Although the system knows for instance that f a t h e r ( F, C) implies p a r e n t ( F, C), it keeps both literals in the body of the clause. This allows to facilitate the generalization process. This knowledge is, however, used by the generalization operator in order to simplify final clauses and to optimize the search.
Is g r a n d m o t h e r ( l e o n , luc) t r u e ? { female(G) } d e l e t e d @ h e . Is g r a n d m o t h e r ( a l i c e , ann) t r u e ? { male(C) } d e l e t e d @yes. G e n e r a l i z e d c l a u s e :
grandmother(G, C) ~ female(G) A f a t h e r ( F , C) A p a r e n t ( F , C) A p a r e n t ( M 1 , C) A p a r e n t ( G , M2) A eq(M1, M2) A female(M1) A male(F)
Is g r a n d m o t h e r ( a u r a , luc) t r u e ? { female(M1) } d e l e t e d @yes.
grandmother(G, C) *-female(G) A f a t h e r ( F , C) A p a r e n t ( F , C) A p a r e n t ( M 1 , C) A p a r e n t ( G , M2) A eq(M1, M2) A male(F)
No more v a l i d g e n e r a l i z a t i o n s A s s e r t e d c l a u s e : grandmother(G, C) *-female(G) A parent(M1, C) A p a r e n t ( G , M2) A eq(M1, M2)
The final clause is simplified. Given the knowledge base, the final clause is semantically equivalent to the original one.
( C i a P r o p o s i n g new p r e d i c a t e s by p a r t i a l m a t c h i n g . . . The s t a r t i n g c l a u s e f o r grandmother p a r t i a l l y matches schema 1 3 p: p(F, C) *-m a l e ( F ) A f a t h e r ( F , C) T h i s q u e s t i o n is not posed as i t is not in amost s i m p l e form The s t a r t i n g c l a u s e f o r grandmother p a r t i a l l y matches schema 1 3 p: p(F, C) *-m a l e ( F ) A p a r e n t ( F , C)
T h i s q u e s t i o n is not posed as i t is redundant w i t h f a t h e r
The s t a r t i n g c l a u s e f o r grandmother p a r t i a l l y matches schema 1 3 p: p(F, C) e-f e m a l e ( F ) A p a r e n t ( F , C) Name p ? @mothe~
A s s e r t i n g : m o t h e r ( F , C) ~ f e m a l e ( F ) A p a r e n t ( F , C)
The s t a r t i n g c l a u s e f o r grandmother p a r t i a l l y matches schema 2 3 p: p(F, C) *-male(C) A f a t h e r ( F , C) Name p ? @ ignore.
In order not to have too many predicates in the knowledge base, the user ignores this predicate although the proposed predicate is a plausible one.
The s t a r t i n g c l a u s e f o r grandmother p a r t i a l l y matches schema 2: 3 p: p(F, C) *-female(C) A p a r e n t ( F , C) Name p ? @daughte~ A s s e r t i n g : d a u g h t e r ( F , C) ~ female(C) A p a r e n t ( F , C)
The s t a r t i n g c l a u s e f o r grandmother p a r t i a l l y matches schema 2: 3 p: p(F, C) ~ male(C) A p a r e n t ( F , C) Name p ? @ sen° A s s e r t i n g :
son(F, C) 4--male(C) A p a r e n t ( F , C)
End of p a r t i a l m a t c h i n g D e r i v e d Schemata : ~t grandmother, female, p a r e n t , eq: grandmother(G, C) ~ female(G) A parent(M1, C) A p a r e n t ( G , M2) A e q ( l d l , M2) Schema 3
Cia)
The system derives some more schemata by applying transformations and finally halts.
Experiments with Cia
Although the above example is quite simple, it gives a good idea of our Clint-Cia algorithm and its potential use. In order to better demonstrate Clint-Cia's utility we tested it on two extended learning tasks:
• An experiment on the family domain using the integrated Clint-Cia system with both parts of Cia.
• An experiment on the domain of simple chess rules. In this experiment, Clint was enhanced with Cia's first part.
The family domain
A description of the experiment
In this experiment, we started from a knowledge base containing the predicates pa r e n t , male, female and marr i ed. The knowledge base consisted of data from 4 generations; in total there were about 140 facts. The aim was to learn the following 29 predicates: f a t h e r , mother, son, d a u g h t e r , g r a n d p a r e n t , grandson, g r a n d d a u g h t e r , g r a n d f a t h e r , grandmother, g r a n d p a r e n t _ i n _ l a w , s i b l i n g , b r o t h e r , s i s t e r , s i b l ing_in_law, s i s t e r _ i n _ l a w , b r o t h e r _ i n _ l a w , p a r e n t _ i n _ l a w , mother_ in_law, f a t h e r _ i n _ l a w , son_i n_law, daughter_in_law, uncle_or_aunt, uncle, aunt, niece, nephew, cous i n, fema I e_cous i n and male_cousin. In total the definitions for these predicates consisted of 31 clauses. The only disjunctive predicate was s ibl i ng_i n_l aw (3 clauses). We used the integrated Clint-Cia system for learning this knowledge base. Both steps of Cia were applied and once a predicate was learned by Clint, all symmetric variants of the associated schema were asserted. Also, when an erroneous definition was learned by Clint and later retracted, the associated schema (and its variants) were retracted. Furthermore, the option in Clint to reduce the search space by querying the user for the relevant arguments (see example 4) was used to remove some of the irrelevant literals from the body of the starting clause. Notice that although this option allowed us to discard many irrel[evant relations from the justification, many other irrelevant relations remained in the justification. Suppose, e.g., that you learn grand f a t h e r ( l e o n , l uc) then the reduced justification would--depending on the known predicates--be based on mother ( r o s e , l u c ) , f e m a l e ( r o s e ) , d a u g h t e r ( l e o n , rose), p a r e n t ( l e o n , rose), son(rose, l u c ) , m a l e ( l e o n ) , m a l e ( r o s e ) .
A good heuristic to minimize the interaction with Clint-Cia is to learn the basic (and most difficult) predicates first. We learned these predicates in the following order: g r a n dparent, s i b l i n g , p a r e n t _ i n _ l a w , g r a n d p a r e n t _ i n _ l a w , s i b l ing_in_law, cousin. Afterwards it was easy to learn the other ones. Only three clauses were learned using the pure Clint system. These three clauses resulted in the following schemata:
b r o t h e r _ o f _ s i s t e r , s i s t e r _ i n_l a w _ o f _ b r o t h e r _ i n_l aw. Notice that they all represent meaningful concepts. Furthermore, 5 symmetric variants of desired predicatedefinitions were proposed. With symmetric variants, we mean predicates that are equivalent but whose argument positions are interchanged. For example, if f a t h e r is defined in the usual way and f a t h e r ' is defined by f a t h e r ( X , Y) ~ f a t h e r ' (Y, X), then f a t h e r and f a t he r' are symmetric variants. Clearly, these questions can be avoided by allowing the user to interchange the argument positions of proposed new terms. Also, Cia avoided 8 redundant questions: either the corresponding concepts already existed or the questions were already posed or the concepts were not in a most simple form.
To summarize: using Clint-Cia, only 3 clauses were learned by the pure mechanism of Clint, 9 clauses were learned by Cia after a shift of bias by Clint, 14 clauses were learned directly by Cia and 8 new predicates were invented by Cia. This is in contrast to learning the whole set of predicates with Clint which would have resulted in much more questions. With Clint, each clause is only obtained after several membership questions to the user.
Considering variants of the experiment
We believe that an important reason for the success of this experiment is the use of the option in Clint of the relevant arguments. When this option would not have been used (or less irrelevant literals would have been identified), then Cia would have posed more questions. On the one hand, this would result in the invention of more predicates but on the other hand more proposed concepts would have to be ignored.
A second important issue is the order of learning the predicates. What would have happened when the predicates were learned in a different order? Small variations on the order in which the predicates were learned, would only give rise to small variations on the results. However, if the order would have been radically different, the results would be significantly different. To illustrate this using an extreme case, consider what happens when the predicate cous i n, one of the most difficult predicates, would be learned first. Given our initial knowledge base, the predicate c o u s i n is only learnable in Z 7 and two clauses are needed to correctly define it. Learning cous i n would give rise to large starting clauses because the language allows existential quantifiers at level 3. Large starting clauses result in the generation of many examples. Furthermore, the schemata derived from the clauses for c o u s i n would contain up to 8 literals and many existential quantified variables. This implies that these schemata match only few starting clauses and would almost never be used by Cia. Learning cous i n first, is--certainly--an extreme case and it is normal that doing so is much more difficult than learning it when s i b I i n g and u n c I e_o r_a u n t are known. If s ibli ng is known, the predicate is learnable in L5 while if both s i b l i ng and unc I e_o r_aunt are known, it is learnable in L3. It is important to see that these difficulties also apply to other concept-learners and even to humans; they seem inherent to conceptlearning. Nevertheless, the problem is not as bad as it may seem. Our order for learning the most difficult predicates first may be modified in many ways while obtaining similar results. Indeed, if one takes care that s i b I i ng is learned before s i b I i ng_ i n_ I aw and s i b l i ng_i n_l aw or unc I e _ o r _ a u n t before cousi n the results would have been nearly the same.
Learning simple chess rules
We are well aware that the domain of family-relations is particularly well suited for our Cia technique because there are many (structurally) related predicates in it. Therefore, we present a learning task in the chess domain.
In this experiment, 4 it was our aim to learn the rules that govern simple chess movements. The simple chess rules are the first kind of rules that one teaches novice chess players. Rou.ghly speaking, they state for each piece of chess which movement is allowed without taking into account the notion of chess and special rules such as en passant and rocade.
For instance, for a rook, they state: a rook may move from tile tl to tile t2 if 81 and t2 are on the same row or the same column and there is no piece standing in between tl and t2 and either there is no piece on t2 or a piece of the opponent.
For the other pieces there are similar rules. The rules for pawns and knights are particularly difficult.
To learn the knowledge base, consisting of definitions of simple chess movements, we started from the knowledge base specified in example 9. The aim was then to learn the following predicates: pawn._move/5, b i shop_move/5, kn i ght_move/5, rook.._move/5, k i ng_move/5 and queen_move/5. The argument structure of these predicates is the same: xunove (A1, A2, A3, A4, A5) succeeds iff piece A1 that is standing on tile A2 in boardsituation A5 may move to tile A3 that is occupied by piece A4 (possibly the empty piece) in boardsituation A5.
Example 9. A chess knowledge base to learn acceptable moves.
The knowledge base contains the following predicates:
~ r o o k / l , b i s h o p / l , kn i g h t / 1 , q u e e n / l , k i ng/1 and p a w n / l : these predicates succeed when their argument is a rook, bishop, knight, queen, king or pawn respectively.
E.g., rook(white(R)) is true.
o oppos i t e_co I o r / 2 succeeds when its arguments are pieces having a different color.
E.g., o p p o s i t e _ c o l o r ( w h i t e ( R ) , b l a c k ( B ) ) is true.
• boa r d _ n o / 1 succeeds when its argument is a number specifying a known chess position. In order to learn. Clint was given a small number (8) of specific chess boards, which were all numbered. It is for these specific chess boards that Clint is supposed m learn and generate examples.
• occup i e s / 3 succeeds when argument 2 is a location on the board, argument 1 is a piece and argument 3 is a board number such that the piece of argument 1 is located on position argument 2 of board argument 3. If there is no piece on the specified location, argument 1 yields the value empty. ® empty/1 succeeds when its argument is the value empty.
• s a m e _ r o w / 2 succeeds when its two arguments are board locations that are in the same row. E.g., same_ row ( g 8, a 8) is true. There are similar definition for s ame_d i a g o n a I / 2 and same_co I umn/2. • not h i ng_ i n _ b e t w e e n / 3 succeeds when argument 1 is a board number, and arguments 2 and 3 are locations on the board such that there is no piece in between the locations on the specified board, not h ing_ i n _ b e t w e e n / 3 only succeeds when the locations are on the same diagonal, row or column.
• s t a r t p o s i t i o n / 2 succeeds when the first argument is a piece that is initially on the position specified by argument 2. E.g., s t a r t p o s i t ion (whi t e (Pa) , e7) is true.
• f o r w a r d / 3 succeeds when the first argument is a piece and the third argument is a position that lies beyond the second argument from the player's point of view, e.g., f o rwa rd (wh i t e (Pa) , a2, a4) succeeds.
• a d ja c e n t / 2 succeeds when its arguments specify adjacent locations on the chess board. E.g., a d j a c e n t ( e 5 , f4) is true.
• v e r t i ca I_d i s t a n c e _ l / 2 , v e r t i ca I_d i s t a n c e _ 2 / 2 , hor i z o n t a I_d i s t a n c e _ l / 2 , hor i z o n t a I_d i s t a n c e _ l / 2 succeeds when the number of columns (resp. rows) between the locations is 1 (resp. 2). E.g., v e r t i c a l _ d i s t a n c e _ l ( b 4 , e5) is true.
[ ] The system was also given the following knowledge:
• when learning x_move, the condition x (A1) should appear in all clauses for x_move • when learning x_move, no condition y (A4) should appear in a clause for x_move • when learning x_move, the conditions o c c u p i e s ( A 1 , A2, AS) and o c c u p i e s ( A 3 , A4, AS) should appear in all clauses for x_move This information was simply encoded in the language. 5 Although this knowledge is--in no way--needed by the system to learn the given concepts, it was used because:
• The same kind of knowledge is also communicated to novel players when learning the same kind of rules.
• It makes all membership questions to the user relevant from the application point of view. 6
The target-knowledge base consists of 21 clauses, which can all be described in the language of completely bound Horn-clauses (Lo). Of these 21 clauses, 7 are structurally different, i.e., 7 schemata are needed to make abstraction of these 21 clauses. Two schemata are sufficient to make abstraction of all clauses for rook__move, b i shop_move, q u e e n _ move, k i ng_move. Two additional schemata are needed to make abstraction of k n i g h t _ move and for each clause of pawn_move an additional schema is needed. A clause for each schema is shown in example 10. In this second experiment, the aim was to test Cia's first part and to see how well its gue:ssing of concept-descriptions performs. 7 The following conventions were employed in the experiments:
® the normal version of Clint was used together with Cia's part one; no relevance questions were posed. * for each clause a schema was derived; this schema was retracted when the corresponding qlause was retracted and there xvere no other learned clauses that justified the schema , n.o transformations on schemata were applied ® as soon as an incorrect clause was learned, a counter-example to that clause was presented to the system; this resulted in the retraction of the incorrect clause (and possibly its assoqiated schema)
Using these conventions, two different experiments were performed: one learning the predicates in a simple order for Cia, i.e., starting by rook and ending with pawn and the otl~er one in the reverse order. The results are shown in tables 2 and 3. The tables show: the~ prexJicate being learned, the number of clauses for the predicate, the number of user- 
supplied examples, the n u m b e r of generated examples by Clint, the n u m b e r of good guesses by Cia, the n u m b e r of b a d guesses by Cia (this is divided into two different n u m b e r s : the first one gives the n u m b e r of b a d guesses before a good clause was guessed, the second one gives the n u m b e r of guesses after a good clause was guessed; this difference is related to the option in Cia to continue after guessing a good clause; see also the algorithms) and the n u m b e r of derived schemata f r o m clauses for the predicate. In our context, b e c a u s e Cia part 2 was turned off, the option without continuation is the m o s t relevant one. These results indicate that the order of learning the predicates is not always important. Indeed, one would have expected that the first e x p e r i m e n t would have required less clause questions t h a n the second one b e c a u s e on the average the system knows less schemata. This is not the case in o u r experiments because:
• the size of the s c h e m a t a for r o o k _ m o v e is smaller than the one for b i s h o p _ m o v e and the ones for pawn._rnove.
• one special event o c c u r r e d in the first experiment: one clause for kn i ght._move that was l e a r n e d by Clint contained a r e d u n d a n t condition, i.e., given our knowledge base of chessboards, it was a syntactic variant of the target clause. T h e syntactic variant was retained a n d the c o r r e s p o n d i n g s c h e m a was successfully applied w h e n learning p a w n _ move. This event also explains w h y 3 s c h e m a t a were derived from kn i ght._move and only two from p a w n _ m o v e in the first experiment.
T h e experiments are quite successful. Indeed, the n u m b e r of generated questions i s --o n the a v e r a g e --q u i t e acceptable to learn a rather c o m p l i c a t e d knowledge base. If we only count the b a d questions of Cia w i t h o u t continuation, we have a rate of success of about 45 percent for clause questions. If they are counted with continuation we get 1/3 for the first experiment and 2/5 for the second one. Although the number of questions generated by Cia is--from the global point of view--quite acceptable, this is not the case at certain points: the learning of pawn_move in the first experiment and the learning of k i ng_move in the second experiment. At those points many questions are generated. In both cases this can be explained by the fact that the size of the starting clause is relatively large as compared to the size of the known schemata.
If we estimate the number of membership questions that would have been required by Clint by taking the average number of generated membership questions for the clauses learned by Clint, we arrive at an expected number of generated membership questions of about 90. If we compare 90 membership questions to 32 (30) membership questions and 31 clause questions, we see that one clause question corresponds to about two membership questions.
Evaluation of the experiments with Cia
A fundamental difficulty
Before evaluating our experiment with Clint-Cia, we want to point out a fundamental difficulty with evaluating systems as Cia. Although, it has been argued in the literature (Kibler & Langley, 1988 ) that machine learning is an experimental science and that machine learning techniques can be validated by carefully designed and controlled experiments, we believe that for certain techniques (of which Cia is one) this does not apply. The work on discovery systems like, e.g., AM and Eurisco (Lenat, 1983; Lenat & Brown, 1983) has received much critique (Ritchie & Hanna, 1983) because there is no straightforward experiment nor a sound theoretical basis which allows to evaluate them. However, it is not doubted that the programs work and that AM and Eurisco are excellent pieces of artificial intelligence research. We believe that the same problem with evaluation methods holds for Cia. The only weak theoretical basis on which it relies is that schemata are useful abstractions of predicate definitions. This usefulness of schemata was also noted and exploited by several other researchers (but never justified) such as Emde, Habel and Rollinger (1983) , Morik (1989) , Wrobel (1989) , Thieme (1989), and Yokomori (1986) . The only other justification we can provide for the Cia technique is the description of working experiments. Performing systematic experiments is not feasible because the experiments depend too much on the learning situation and application. There is--for instance--no known generator of relevant knowledge bases.
Despite the fundamental difficulties involved in evaluating Clint-Cia, we believe that our experiments show that the Constructive Induction by Analogy technique is useful at least for domains with many (structurally) related predicates.
Furthermore, the experiments in the chess domain show that there are nontrivial domains that have structurally related predicates.
3.2. Asking less questions
In other domains, with less structure, the only problem may be that the system asks too many questions to the user or proposes uninteresting predicates. As far as the number of questions is concerned it is very important that Cia learns in the context of Clint. The reason why the number of proposed concept-descriptions is constrained from the start, is that Cia matches schemata only with starting clauses generated by Clint. These clauses have--usually--only a small number of conditions in their body. Another important property of these starting clauses is that they cover the positive example supplied by the user, which means that the clause can be fully instantiated such that all conditions in it are true. This property assures that all concepts proposed by Cia are meaningful ones because there are known positive examples for these concepts.
This does not mean, however, that there may not be situations in which the system generates too many questions. There are many ways to ask less questions:
• First, one may want to use only the first part of Cia (this is an option in Cia). This will result in less questions since part 2 is the part in which most matches occur. * Second, bad schemata should be excluded from the knowledge-base. E.g., if Clint learned veh i c I e (X) ~-ca r (×), it should not enter the derived schema in its knowledge-base, since this schema is too general to be useful. One way to avoid entering such schemata, is to ask the user whether the schema is interesting enough to be added into the knowledgebase. Another possibility is to measure the interestingness of the known schemata and retract the ones that fall below a certain threshold. Such a measure can take into account, e.g., the rate of successful applications of the schema and the regularity of the schema. In the first case, one could award and punish schemata for each application, like is done with rules in, e.g., Sage (Langley, 1985) . * Third, the schemata may be refined to also take into account some of the semantics of the original predicate. Two promising refinements are:
--adding information about the types of the arguments in the original predicate and --use information about the properties of the predicate (this is related to, e.g., symmetry, number restrictions in KL-ONE (Brachman & Schmolze, 1985) ). As an example of these extensions, consider the f a t h e r definition. For f a t h e r we have that --the types of F and ¢ are related: the type of F is a subset of the type of ¢ (all males are humans) and --there is exactly one father and two parents for each ¢, while for each F there can be many C's. Refined schemata will match less clauses and hence they will give rise to less questions.
• Fourth, if there would be an explicit goal (like in Wrobel (1988) ) for the learning system, then it would also be much easier to decide whether a question is useful or not. However, it is not clear how Clint-Cia can become goal-or demand-driven.
3. 3. Analogy
If we reconsider the framework of analogy from section 5.1, then it is clear that the Cia technique can be viewed as if it were performing analogy. First, although problems are specified by a positive example and a knowledge base, Cia acts on the starting clause computed from the positive example, the knowledge base and the language. So, problems are represented by starting clauses and solutions are clauses that are instantiations of particular schemata.
* ce ( P r o b I e m-1, So I u t i o n -1 ) is satisfied if So I u t i o n -1 is a clause learned by Clint for Probl era-l; o oz'(Probl era-2, Sol ut i on-2) is satisfied if So I ut i on-2 is the instantiated schema TO obtained by (partially or completely) matching the schema with the starting-clause; o /~ ,(Sol u t i on-1, Sol u t i o n-2) is satisfied if both clauses corresponding to Sol u t ion-1 and So I ut i on-2 are instantiations of the schema T ® ~ (P r o b I era-1, P r o b I em-2 ) is satisfied if both clauses (partially or completely) match the same schema T.
Some people may argue that Cia only performs a very weak form of analogy since only syntactical information is mapped from source to target and there is no model of causality taken into account, s In terms of the framework of Kodratoff (1990) , our notion of analogy woul.d be termed trivial. However, there is no reason why trivial analogies cannot be useful. First, augmented with more semantic information about the source problem, more information could be mapped (see example 12). Secondly, some researchers as, e.g., G. Tecuci (personal communication) have argued that one could explain Cia in a causal context. However, we feel that the point whether Cia performs analogy or not, is not really important and :more a matter of terminology. The main reason why we explained Cia as performing analogy is that is was inspired in this way and also that it is a very convenient way to explain what happens? Thirdly, the experiments with Cia have shown that some questions generated by Cia certainly involve analogy. This point is worked out in some detail in example 11. Clearly those two clauses are very much related; the only difference being that same_row is replaced by same_d i agona I and rook by b i shop. Now, for everyone knowing the rules of chess it is known that a bishop is allowed to move along diagonals in a way that a rook is allowed to move along rows or columns. This is also the way in which a bishop is analogous to a rook. []
Towards an intelligent predicate editor
Example 11 does not only show that Cia sometimes realizes real analogy, but it also motivates the use of our Constructive Induction by Analogy technique in a different fashion.
In the example, Cia might also have generated a different question, which corresponds to the proposed clause with same_d i agona I replaced by v e r t i c_d i st ance_2. Such a question might be generated when there is also a literal for v e r t i c_di s t a n c e _ 2 in the starting clause. Clause questions related to other instanfiations of the same schema can also be imagined. Therefore, it seems interesting to present the clause questions corresponding to instantiations of one schema not as individual clause questions but as one more complicated, but more compact question. This question would then allow the user to edit the clause he/she wants. This is illustrated in example 12.
Example 12. Editing clauses
Consider the previous example and the two clause questions: [] Observe that this method is also applicable when there are more than two instantiations of one schema. Furthermore, the proposed method generates at most one question for each schema and exploits the analogy in a better way. Therefore, it may be even more feasible in practice than the original Cia technique.
Learning how to learn
The integrated system Clint-Cia realizes constructive induction since it is able to invent new ,concepts. However, it also implements a kind of learning how to learn. Indeed, learning new concepts with Clint allows to derive (and use) new schemata and since the behavior of Cfint-Cia depends very much on the schemata, changing the set of schemata results in changing the learning. Hence, Clint-Cia adapts its learning: it gradually evolves from a pure data-driven learner (Clint) to a mixed model-and data-driven algorithm. One expects, that as more useful schemata are known, that this learning behavior will improve (this was certainly the case in our experiments). One promising further aspect is that schemata (i.e., learning knowledge) acquired in one domain could also be used in other domains. If one compares Clint-Cia to the learning learning machines discussed by Stepp, Whitehall and Lawrence (1988) , one can easily see that Clint-Cia has all characteristics of learning learning machines (De Raedt & Bruynooghe, 1989b) , except that it does not chunk or transform its knowledge into a more operational form. None of the systems discussed by Steppet al. possess so many of these characteristics.
However, none of these techniques copes with indirect relevance, because they all require that the relevant relations in an example are specified. Subramanian and Feigenbaum use some kind of propositional logic, while we use subsets of first order logic. Factoring is more powerful but less general than Clint because it requires that the space is factorable. For Marvin and Alvin it is less clear which concepts can be learned. Also, their generalization operator is incomplete. Alvin is less efficient and more powerful because it always tries to construct crucial objects, while Clint constructs significant objects. Also, Marvin and Alvin cannot shift their bias and only cope with a more limited form of indirect relevance (from some given relations it is possible to induce other ones). Coping with indirect relevance in Clint is very similar to the technique in the Plausible Generalization Algorithm (Bnntine, 1987) . Only, the Plausible Generalization Algorithm is unable to shift its bias or to generate examples.
Clint is related to the learning component of Disciple (Kodratoff & Tecuci, 1987; Tecuci & Kodratoff, 1990) . However, it does not suffer from some of the problems with Disciple (Tecuci, 1988) such as the use of a restricted versionspace approach, limited explanations and no means for error-recovery.
The debugging method used in Clint is adapted from Shapiro (1983), and optimized not to ask questions about basic predicates. Previous work on shifting the bias concentrated on propositional logic (Utgoff, 1986) . One of the main contributions of Clint is the introduction of a series of languages, which are subsets of first order logic and which can be used to shift the bias. These languages are computed dynamically from one example and the knowledge-base.
Clint is also related to other systems that induce logic programs from examples. This includes the approaches of Quinlan (1990) , Muggleton and Buntine (1988) , , and Rouveirol and Puget (1989) . There are, however, some important differences between Clint and these other approaches:
• The approaches of Quinlan (1990) , Muggleton and Buntine (1988) , and aim at inducing rules from large collections of examples. Therefore they focus on one concept and use heuristics to prune the search. Furthermore, they do not address issues such as convergence and learnability, example-generation, shift of bias and the interactions among the learning of different predicates.
• On the other hand, Clint is not applicable to learning rules from a given large collection of examples. Two features of Clint prevent this: Clint is unable to cope with uncertain and approximate rules and Clint always generates examples.
Despite these differences, we are convinced that an integration of both approaches could be realized. One interesting feature of Clint for the other systems is the shift of bias. Clint could also be adapted towards these other systems by generalizing from given examples. This could be realized by computing the starting clauses from the given examples and computing the least general generalization of them.
Interesting further extensions of Clint are described in De Raedt (1991), De Raedt, Feyaerts and , De Raedt, Bruynooghe and Martens (1991) and De Raedt and Bruynooghe (1990b) . They are concerned with handling integrity constraints while learning, the acquisition of fact knowledge about objects and the use of negation and a threevalued logic for concept-learning.
For Cia
The Cia technique is related to model driven learning in Blip (Morik, 1989; Emde, Habel & Rollinger, 1983; Wrobel, 1989) , applying analogy on concept-learning (Vrain & Lu, 1988) , analogy (Yokomori, 1986) , constructive induction (Rendell, 1989; Muggleton & Buntine, 1988; Muggleton, 1987) and discovery (Lenat, 1983) .
The second order schemata and the model-driven way of using them is very similar to the Blip learner (Morik, 1989; Emde, Habel & Rollinger, 1983; Wrobel, 1989) . However, Blip mainly uses the schemata to learn given concepts while Cia also uses them to invent new concepts. Also, the application conditions of a schema are completely different in Blip, where a heuristically restricted generate and test method is used, while in Cia a schema is matched against the starting-clause derived by Clint. The procedure to decide whether to accept or reject the instantiated schema is also different: Blip takes into account the number of positive and negative instances while Cia also relies on the user. In Clint-Cia it is not always possible to consider the positive and negative instances, since there may only be one example given. Blip can also invent new concepts in context (Wrobel, 1988) . In Wrobel (1988) the invention is demand-driven while in Cia it occurs as opportunities for learning new concepts arise. This learning in context allows to reduce the search-space. An important difference with respect to learning how to learn is that the schemata are automatically derived by Clint-Cia but not by Blip (but see (Thieme, 1989) ). Also, Blip is a passive learner, which does not want to ask the user questions while Clint-Cia is an active learner, which asks many questions to the user.
In the much more general setting of logic programming the analogy between different predicate definitions was also noticed and exploited by Yokomori (1986) . He defines a notion of analogy of which ours seems to be a special case. He also indicates how it might be used to solve problems by analogy but he does not address issues of learning (and learning how to learn) and when to apply this analogical reasoning.
Cia uses the same paradigm as Vrain and Lu (1988) in which concept-learning is viewed as problem-solving and analogy is applied. However, Vrain and Lu apply analogy on a part of the concept-learning process (changing a concept-description for a certain example) whereas we apply it on whole concept-learning tasks.
Cia is also related to work on constructive induction (Muggleton & Buntine, 1988; Muggleton, 1987; Rendell, 1989; Mehra, Rendell & Wah, 1989) . However, this work on constructive induction has concentrated on discovering an appropriate vocabulary for reexpressing one particular given concept learning problem. Our approach differs from these approaches since it attempts to suggest the user valuable concepts to include in the knowledge base. Also, the suggested new concepts are not used for the given task but rather for future learning tasks. Seen in this light, Cia is closer to system like AM and Eurisco (Lenat, 19831) which attempt to define interesting concepts. Nevertheless, the context, the heuristics and evaluation methods in the approach of Lenat and ours are completely different.
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